CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL
When:

6.30 pm
Tuesday 16 March 2021

Where: Online
A link will be made available to those entitled to participate by no later than noon
the day before the meeting. Members of the public can observe proceedings at
https://www.youtube.com/user/MiltonKeynesCouncil
Public Questions
The deadline for the submission of public questions is 6:30 pm on Friday 12 March
2021 and should either be delivered to the address below or sent by email to
meetings@milton-keynes.gov.uk
Public Speaking
Persons wishing to speak on an agenda item must give notice by not later than
6.15 pm on the day of the meeting. Requests can be sent in advance by email to
meetings@milton-keynes.gov.uk
Enquiries
Please contact Jane Crighton on 01908 252333 or jane.crighton@miltonkeynes.gov.uk
Members
Councillor
Councillors

M Bradburn (Chair)
K Bradburn, Brown, V Hopkins (Vice Chair), Marlow, Miles (ViceChair) and Townsend

Councillor Nolan (Cabinet Member for Children and Families) - by invitation
This agenda is available at https://milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/miltonkeynes/Committees.aspx

Milton Keynes Council, Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East, Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ - Tel: 01908 691691
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Agendas
Agendas and reports for the majority of the Council’s public meetings can be accessed at:
http://milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/milton-keynes/
Recording of Meetings
The proceedings at this meeting may be recorded for the purpose of preparing the minutes
of the meeting.
In accordance with the Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014, you can
film, photograph, record or use social media at any Council meetings that are open to the
public. If you are reporting the proceedings.
Guidance from the Department for Communities and Local Government can be viewed at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/343182/1
40812_Openness_Guide.pdf
Comments, Complaints and Compliments
Milton Keynes Council welcomes feedback from members of the public in order to make its
services as efficient and effective as possible. We would appreciate any suggestions
regarding the usefulness of the paperwork for this meeting, or the conduct of the meeting
you have attended. Please e-mail your comments to meetings@milton-keynes.gov.uk
If you require a response please leave contact details, ideally including an e-mail address.
A formal complaints / compliments form is available at http://www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/complaints/
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AGENDA
1.

Apologies of Absence

2.

Declarations of Interest
Councillors to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests, or personal
interests (including other pecuniary interests), they may have in the business
to be transacted, and officers to disclose any interests they may have in any
contract to be considered.

3.

Minutes
To approve, and the Chair to sign as a correct record, the Minutes of the
meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel held on 9 December 2020 (Item 3)
(Pages 5 to 9).

4.

Action Plan addressing Recommendations from the Ofsted Focused Visit September 2020
To consider Item 4 (Pages 10 to 17)

5.

Review of Recruitment and Retention of Foster Carers
To consider Item 5 (Pages 18 to 24)

6.

Update on Adoption Connect
To consider Item 6 (Pages 25 to 30)

7.

Progress on Care Leavers Education, Employment and Training
To consider Item 7 (Pages 31 to 35)

8.

Promoting the Health and Wellbeing of Looked after Children - Data
Improvements
To receive an oral update.

9.

Voice of the Child and Participation - Views of the Children in Care Council

10.

Referral from Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee - 2 December
2020
The Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee, at its meeting held on
2 December 2020, requested:
‘The Corporate Parenting Panel be asked to review the content and delivery of
Pathway Plans’.
To consider Item 10 (Pages 36 to 41).
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11.

Champion Model Update
To consider Item 11 (Pages 42 to 50)
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ITEM 3

Minutes of the meeting of the CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL held on WEDNESDAY
9 DECEMBER 2020 at 6.30 pm
Present:

Councillor M Bradburn (Chair)
Councillors K Bradburn, Brown, V Hopkins (Vice-Chair), Miles (ViceChair) and Townsend

Officers:

M Heath (Director - Children’s Services), S Heer (Head of Corporate
Parenting), M May (Group Head - Children’s Social Care), T Molloy
(Principal [Community Learning Service]), R Williams (Virtual School
Headteacher) and R Tidman (Committee Services Manager)

Apologies:

Councillor Marlow

Also Present:

Councillor Nolan and two young people

CPP20

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor M Bradburn advised that she works with an Educational
Trust (SIEVEMK).

CPP21

MINUTES
RESOLVED That the Minutes of the meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel
held on 9 September 2020 be approved and signed by the Chair as a
correct record.

CPP22

CARE LEAVER’S WEEK
T Molloy, the Principal - Community Learning Service, updated the
Panel on activities that were undertaken during Care Leaver’s Week
including an increased use of Instagram. The Council also asked for
feedback from young people in care about their experiences with
Covid particularly regarding housing and education.
It was noted that where English was a second language the
lockdowns had led to difficulties with virtual learning and a lack of
opportunity to socialise to help improve language skills. In some
cases, learning had plateaued as a result.

9 December 2020
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S Heer, Head of Corporate Parenting, advised the Panel that Care
Leaver’s Week took place between 26 and 30 October 2020. During
the week there was a number of events including the launch of the
Instagram page, webinars and live streams.
The Instagram page is a private page for care leavers to share their
experiences and share information about access to services or
opportunities.
RESOLVED -

CPP23

1.

That the update be noted.

2.

That further consideration be given to the use of social media
and how to improve engagement with care leavers.

OUTCOME OF THE INSPECTION OF LOCAL AUTHORITY CHILDREN’S
SERVICES (ILACS) IN MILTON KEYNES
The Panel received an update on the inspection of Local Authority
Children’s Services from M Heath, Director - Children’s Services.
Usually an inspection like this would take place every three years but
Covid had meant a delay to the inspection and the issuing of a grade
in the usual way.
Ofsted identified only two areas of improvement which were both
linked to capacity issues in September when there was an increase in
demand into the service. The main areas of focus for this Panel was:
(a)

some Pathway Plans were not considered to be
comprehensive enough and did not always contain clear
action plans to achieve positive change and did not always
sufficiently capture plans for care leavers and NEETs;

(b)

the Virtual School and children’s personal education plans
were of variable quality;

(c)

placement sufficiency was an increasing challenge and
accommodation options were needed;

(d)

it was noted that there should be increased recording and
evidencing of management oversight and supervision; and

(e)

better use of performance reporting and technology was
required.

It was clarified that the issue with note taking was with the rationale
for decision making and management decisions for example - when,
how and why decisions had been made.

9 December 2020
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RESOLVED -

CPP24

1.

That the update be noted.

2.

That officers be thanked for the marked improvement that
has been made in the service since 2016.

3.

That the Director - Children’s Services be asked to bring back
a Development Plan to the next meeting of the Panel.

4.

That the Director - Children’s Services be asked to circulate to
Panel members the JTAI Ofsted Report.

SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY
The Panel received an update on the Sufficiency Strategy from
S Heer, Head of Corporate Parenting.
Sufficiency of Placement was a legal duty and responsibility on all
local authorities to identify placements for children in care within a
20-mile radius. In Milton Keynes 79% of children were placed
locally. The Council’s approach is to undertake as much preventative
work as possible to maintain children in their home where possible
before bringing a child into care.
Sufficiency is affected by the growing population which also leads to
an increase in the number of Children in Care. This number
fluctuates across the year from 427 children in December 2019 to
392 in December 2020. There was an External Placement Panel
which reviewed for example: placements; costs of care; was a child’s
needs being met; could a child be stepped down from care.
Stability of placement was important as the Council tried to ensure
that children did not have more than three moves while they were in
care. Children are usually ‘matched’ to a placement so they can see
the stability of a forever family.
Recruitment of carers was an area for development as the number
of carers was reducing due to the age of those involved. There was
work being undertaken to recruit carers from different backgrounds.
Carers have regular supervision, training and support and this was
reviewed annually.
Currently 94% of care leavers were in appropriate accommodation.
A joint housing protocol between social care and housing was being
developed to ensure that care leavers were in suitable
accommodation. There were nine care leavers currently in custody
and exit plans needed to be developed for these young people to

9 December 2020
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ensure they progressed into suitable accommodation once they
were released.
The pandemic has affected sufficiency as a number of carers had to
isolate and were not able to take placements. However, they did
provide support to other carers during this time. This led to an
increase in costs with more agency placements required. There was
increasing mental health issues which lead to an increase in moves
or costs of higher needs facilities and two high risk children required
secure placements due to the risk they posed to themselves or
others.
The Head of Corporate Parenting outlined the difference between
internal foster carers who were supported and managed by the
Council and independent fostering agencies who were external
placements which were generally more costly, and the Council was
not in control of their training or supervision.
RESOLVED -

CPP25

1.

That the update be noted.

2.

That the Head of Corporate Parenting provide the Panel with
the data around the number of children in care who have had
to move more than three times.

ACHIEVING EARLY PERMANENCE STRATEGY
The Panel received a presentation from M May, Group Head of
Children’s Social Care. Early Permanence was a child centred
practice to ensure that those children who are unable to live with
their birth family were placed with their permanent substitute
families at the very earliest opportunity, preventing multiple moves
and avoiding future attachment issues.
The Panel noted that, a better communication plan was required to
recruit younger foster carers or potential adoptive parents and that
a diverse range of carers were needed to provide a loving, stable
home environment for a child. A range of carers was needed for
example holiday respite, mother and child support and lodging
support for a young person stepping on to independence.
RESOLVED 1.

That the update be noted.

2.

That the Director - Children’s Services be asked to provide the
Panel with more information about a communication plan for
foster recruitment at their next meeting.

9 December 2020
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3.
CPP26

That the Virtual School Headteacher be asked to send the
Panel a link to their recent recruitment webinar.

PROGRESS ON CARE LEAVERS EMPLOYMENT, APPRECTICESHIPS,
EDUCATION AND WORK PROJECTS - UPDATE
M Heath, Director - Children’s Services, provided an update on Care
Leavers who were not specifically in education or training. The
creation of the 16-24 team just over a year ago had led to
improvements in targeted advice and guidance. In April 2020, 51%
of Care Leavers in Milton Keynes were NEET this had increased to
64% at the end of October 2020. This compared to a figure of 54%
nationally. The Virtual School was carrying over pupil premium
funding to help Year 12 students with any programmes which may
encourage them to stay in education.
The Council was looking at the new Kickstart scheme as to how
opportunities for young people on Universal Credit could be
provided with work placements or how the Council could act as a
gateway organisation to encourage other businesses in the area to
take on young people through this scheme.
RESOLVED -

CPP27

1.

That the update be noted.

2.

That the Director - Children’s Services be asked to provide an
oral update at the next Panel meeting on progress with the
Kickstart scheme.

CHAMPION MODEL
T Molloy, Principal - Community Learning Service, updated the Panel
on progress with the Champion Model. Six members have so far
agreed to be Champions in the areas of - Education, Permanency,
Fostering, Adoption, SEND, Children in Care and Safeguarding. Five
more Champions were required for the remaining areas. The
Steering Group was reviewing the information that goes out to
members to ensure members were aware of how they can be
involved.
RESOLVED That the update be noted.

CPP28

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
It was noted that the next meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel
would be held on Tuesday 16 March 2021 at 6.30 pm.
THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING AT 8:45 PM

9 December 2020
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RAG Shading

Action completed successfully.

Action started, but blocked; key milestone not met, or other as yet unresolved impediment to completion.

Action in progress but at risk of not completing on time as planned.

Action in progress and on schedule to complete on time as planned.

Action not yet started.

Action Status

The RAG status should be interpreted as follows:

Key to RAG Rating

1

Progress of this action plan is review at monthly meetings with key leads for the action plan; Sophie Marshall (Principal Social Worker), Melinda May (Group
Head of Service Children and Families) this review work is supported by Phil Roberts (Safeguarding Improvement Officer).

This action plan addresses the areas for improvement following the Ofsted Focused Visit of Milton Keynes CSC in September 2020.

Action Plan addressing recommendations from the Ofsted Focused Visit – September 2020

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

ITEM 4

(10)

(11)

Introduce 4 new social workers to increase capacity across the
FSTs. The 4 posts will be filled immediately by agency workers in
the interim.

3

Melinda May

Case allocation and progression, by ensuring that all children Candice
transferring from the MASH are quickly allocated and revisited and Boatswain
their plans are progressed.

Owner(s)
Lisa Beckett /
Candice
Boatswain

2

1

Actions
Performance Team to implement a weekly report of all cases
allocated to Deputy Team Managers to ensure senior
management oversight. Report to be shared with Mac Heath,
Melinda May, Candice Boatswain and Sophie Marshall. Candice
Boatswain to monitor.
This is routinely taking place and
happening on a weekly basis.
Active Heads of Service follow up
on areas of concern are taking
place
Agreement in place for recruitment
but difficulty remains in recruiting
experienced and well qualified
social workers 25.2.21

Progress / Outcome
This is now routinely taking place
and happening on a weekly basis.
Active Heads of Service follow up
on areas of concern are having an
impact.

Area identified for improvement: Address case allocation and capacity in Family Support Teams

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

RAG

Review in
monthly
recruitment
meetings

Ofsted
Meeting
Monthly

Time Scales
Monday AM
weekly

2
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Training for recording management decisions to be
organised for all supervisors.

Review impact of midway review monitoring meetings by
Independent Chairs

6

7

Quality
Assurance

Sophie
Marshall /
Nickie Healy

While supervision takes place regularly, the quality of Sophie
recording is variable. For some children, supervision records Marshall /
lack detailed actions with timescales to prevent drift in Nickie Healy
progressing plans.

5

Sophie
Marshall

Produce guidance for managers with setting expectations for
recording of management decisions (including decisions
between supervision / assessment sign off etc.) This will be
added as an area of focus in our monthly audits with social
workers.

Owner(s)

4

Actions

Audit set for June 2021 to look at
impact – in the interim being
monitored by the Independent
Reviewing Officer development plan.

This will be launched as part of the
new Quality Assurance framework in
April 2021.
Guidance for managers on recording
to be sent out in February 2021 –
done Feb 2021
Managers to attend mandatory
training March 2021

This will be launched as part of the
new Quality Assurance framework in
April 2021.
Guidance for managers on recording
to be sent out in February 2021.

Progress / Outcome

RAG

Area identified for improvement: Improve recording of management oversight and decision making ensuring this includes
rational for the decisions

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

June 2021

March 2021

February
2021 –
complete

April 2021

February
2021

April 2021

Time Scale

3
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10

9

8

Owner(s)
Huma Ali / Sivay
Heer

Progress / Outcome
This is captured monthly in our
data market and reviewed
quarterly at our CSC
performance board
Meeting held 9.2.2021 to create
an improvement plan for
pathway plans.

SOS training booked -check with
Nickie date.
Placement sufficiency is a challenge in Milton Keynes, particularly Youth
Task and finish group formed to
for care leavers. Leaders and politicians are working to address this Accommodation include commissioning, adult
within the council, for example by working with the housing Sufficiency
services, and housing services
department to create new accommodation in Milton Keynes Board
with a view to make
specifically for care leavers.
recommendations in April 2021

Some pathway plans are not comprehensive enough. They do not Sivay Heer
consistently have clear action plans to help achieve positive change
or to mitigate potential risks. Pathway plans do not always
sufficiently capture future plans for care leavers who are NEET (not
in education, employment or training)

Actions
Review of caseloads to be completed by Team Manager and Head
of Corporate Parenting.

Area identified for improvement: Review the case load and workload arrangements for the Personal Advisors in the 16 – 25
service

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

RAG

April 2021

April 2021

Quarterly

Time Scale
Monthly

4
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The virtual school provides useful educational support and
advice to children in care and their carers. Children’s personal
education plans are of variable quality, not always reflecting
the views and academic needs of the child.

Review the case file audit tool to ensure a sufficiently critical
eye.

Continue to implement case audit moderation process.

Implement quarterly auditor development sessions which
focus on lessons learned from moderation, external review,
and auditors experience.

Develop ‘what good looks like’ practice expectations for key
elements (e.g., recording management decision).

Ensure quarterly QA reports are being shared and discussed
at Team Meetings so that practitioners are clear about
learning and action being taken to make improvements.

12

13

14

15

16

17

11

Actions
Identify additional capacity for undertaking audits within the
service.

Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Rhian Williams
Virtual School
Governing Body
Sivay Heer

Owner(s)
Sophie Marshall /
Phil Roberts

Discussion with Deputy Team
Managers – action – Quality
Assurance to create a headline page
that can be shared at Team Meetings
– first one Feb 2021

Part of the training which is being
delivered in March 2021

Moderation capacity increased by 3
managers – start Jan 2021 – Monthly
audits undertaken
First one set for June 30th, 2021

Being reviewed alongside SESLIP
group work. Launch April 2021

New Portal launched January 2021
PEPs trained staff being included in
audit timetable from April 2021

Progress / Outcome
Restructure to be progressed in
March 2021 to the safeguarding
service to introduces additional
capacity.

RAG

Area identified for improvement: Continue to develop quality assurance approach ensuring audit focuses on having a critical eye

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

February
2021

March 2021

June 2021

Jan 2021

April 2021

April 2021

Time Scale
March 2021

5

(15)

18

Mandatory audit training for all managers and those
conducting audits

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021
Sophie
Marshall/Nickie
Healy

New Audit forms and Audit training
March 31st 2021

March 2021

6

(16)

Review Transfer policy

Develop agreed process for case transfer meetings.

19

20

Actions

Sophie
Marshall/Sivay
Heer/Candice
Boatswain

Sivay Heer / Sophie
Marshall/Candice
Boatswain

Owner(s)

Area identified for improvement: Review Transitions arrangements

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

Two meetings held with agreement for
process from MASH to FST and FST to CIC
and 16 plus – SM to rewrite policy to reflect
agreement.
Further planning needed for clarity from
MASH to Children and Families Practice –
Family Support Team to Children and
Families Practice and Children in Care back
to Family Support.
Now agreed and will be part of transitions
policy. Not yet green as being launched to
staff with new policy mid Feb.
MASH workers started new process as a trial
until then.

Progress / Outcome

RAG

March
2021

Time
Scale
March
2021

7
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Training for managers and social workers who supervise staff
on reflective supervision.

Training for all supervisors on writing danger statements
ensuring these demonstrate what is the impact on the child

Case audit focus on supervision to ensure plans are SMART
and the impact is clear between supervisions.

Supervision themed audit to check progress on actions within
three months of training being completed – Heads of Service
to take part in this.

22

23

24

25

21

Actions
Review supervision template to ensure it is reflective

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance

Janet Mitchell

Sophie
Marshall/Nickie
Healy.

Owner(s)
Sophie
Marshall/Candice
Boatswain

Area identified for improvement: Strengthen supervision activity

Version: 5

Updated: 14/02/2021

Planned for May 2021

Dates sent out for March 2021 –
tracking of booking by NH to be
reported to SM on 15th Feb for
follow up.
Programme written – to avoid
training overload in March this will
be offered across April and May
Written into new audit framework
launch April 2021

Progress / Outcome
Reviewed in line with Hampshire CSC
– for discussion at Heads of Service
meeting 28.02.2021

RAG

May 2021

April 2021

May 2021

March
2021

Time Scale
Complete
d Feb
2021

8

Head of Corporate Parenting

Sivay Heer

Recruitment And Retention Fostering Service
Corporate Parenting Panel March 2021

ITEM 5

(18)
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Milton Keynes aim is to ensure that our children remain at home
with their families and our ‘Golden Triangle’ Approach is key to
this.

Early Intervention and Family Support.

Edge of Care Panel

Alternate Family Option ( Foster Care, Adoption, SGO, Residential
Home, Supported Living, Semi Independent and Staying Put

Throughput – 43 children left LA Care at the End of Dec 20.











Golden Triangle Approach
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Total number of Children in Care - 398

Fostering Placements

290 of our Children are in Foster Care (73%)

116 Children are Inhouse Foster Placements (40%)

71 Children in Kinship Foster Placements (24%)

102 Children in IFA ( 35%)

13 Children in Reg 24

14 Staying Put Arrangement

3 Supported Lodging Placement

18 Adoption Orders

34 SGO

•



•

•

•

•

•

•



•

•

Current CIC and Fostering Data January 2021
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298 children in Foster Carer of which 90 children are Matched with Carers

Reasons why Children not matched

36 PO - 18 already placed with adopters

98 ICO

24 in Foster Placements Less than 12 months

6 Discharge Plan

34 Reg 24 - SGO Plan

7 YP almost 18 years

1 Child Wishes and Feelings

2 Unplanned Endings





•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Matching (Children Matched with Foster Carers
Long Term) End January 2021
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Recruitment Assessment Team - Assessment of all Carers

107 Enquiries - Leading to 25 visits and 7 Mainstream Assessments

34 Reg 24 Family or Friends Assessments – Leading to 34 SGO

15 Discharge of Approvals (Ageing Carers, retiring, adoption, SGO or allegations)

15 Discharge Kinship Assessments (primarily progressed to SGO carers)

Supervising/Retention and Support Team

94 In house Mainstream Carers (reduction 18 carers since March 2020, 112 carers) and 33
Kinship Carers

Support – 4/6weekly Supervision, Clinical supervision via attachment consultant, training, support
groups, out of hours support, mentoring

Fostering Panel - Independent Chair, Panel Advisor and 10 independent panel members







•

•



•

•



Two Current Fostering Teams
Data April 2020 – January 2021
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All Carers and Children have had RAG Rated Risk Assessment

Virtual Visits and Unannounced Visits

Anxiety Around Children Attending School

Carer Vaccinations

Stability

Unplanned Endings













Impact of Covid
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To improve Supported Lodging Carers

Increase Staying Put

Early Intervention Approach, Keeping Families together

Throughput

Increase of Adoption and SGO











“The support we get from the fostering team is absolutely amazing”

“In the darkest hour of the incident, the thing that got me through was knowing Beth was
on the end of the phone, no matter what time in the night we needed her. We felt
confident to carry on with her support”

“We received exactly the right support at the right time from the fostering service”

Fostering Feedback

To Improve the recruitment of Mainstream Carers



Challenges/Strengths

RAA – Adoption Connects
2020/21 update

www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

ITEM 6
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Overview

Remote working practices – virtual offers for information sessions and adopter preparation training increasing attendance
Virtual Adoption Panel
Adoption Transition Covid-19 Risk assessment and reviews
Virtual support events

www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

• Working with other RAA Leaders to share learning, resources, develop practice and influence regulatory
changes ie Covid-19 amendments
• National recruitment Campaign progressed in September 2020
• Staffing resilience – some impact Covid-19 related and new ways of working. Some changes support work
capacity and ability others impact on staff resilience and wellbeing
• Adoption Allowance review mtgs progressed
• monthly finance meetings to ensure transparency and governance
• Relationships in Good Hands Trial (RIGHT) research project with Glasgow University progressed
• Transracial placement policy developed
• Covid-19 Adoption Connects Practice Guidance developed

•
•
•
•

• Adoption practice was adapted and changed in accordance with the amended Covid-19 legislation to ensure
permanence progressed for children.
• The adoption agency adapted to working remotely and providing a service remotely to ensure recruitment and
preparation of prospective adopters continued alongside family finding and matching for children with a plan
for adoption. This included a change in the offer provided to enable people to consider adoption via online
information sessions and visits which, alongside a National recruitment Campaign, significantly increasing the
number of enquiries and applications to adopt achieving the target of 30 applications by the end of Q2
(reducing the adopter gap - Q3 -3%).
• The Service adapted well and promptly to implementing:

(26)

www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

* 18 adoption orders granted
* 21 prospective adopters approved

• 8 of the 25 children were part of 4 sibling pairs of which 3 pairs were matched with their existing foster carers
ensuring the promotion of long term relationships and stability.
• 2 further children were matched following a foster for adoption placement providing early permanence known
to improve outcomes.
• A high number of the children matched this year were considered ‘harder to place’ due to their
needs/age/ethnicity and alongside some other case by case factors this has meant that on average they wait
longer to achieve permanence which will be reflected in the national scorecard performance. However
achieving permanence via adoption will improve the long term outcomes for these children.

• 25 children have been matched with their adoptive family to date (compared to 19 in
the previous year)

• Performance to date:

• Achieving permanence via adoption has continued during the pandemic with increased
numbers of children being matched for adoption during this year (20/21).
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www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

Early permanence continues to be a focus via improved working together, attendance at PLO Panel and early
identification of children becoming looked after and subject to interim orders.

All children with a PO prior to Adoption Connects have been matched with a family or progressing to match

Average days from BLA to moving in and from PO to match are exceeding target – several children who have
waited over 14months have progressed to match impacting on this target.

ADM to PO remains in target

A10 BLA foster carer adoption 392 days

A2 (PO to Match) 229 day (NT 121days)

A1 (BLA to placement) 467 days (National Target 426days)

Scorecard (3yrs to 31/12/20):

19 children placed for adoption but not yet adopted

18 Adoption Orders granted to date

20/21Highlights:

MKC performance
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“Very Informative and lots of research for us to do”
“I have been very impressed with this meeting. Very informative and the workers have been so
personal I feel so positive to continue forward”
“It was very informative, and the workers explained everything very clearly”

“I think it’s perfect”

www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

Parent: “Thank you so much for all your support over the past year or so and especially during Covid. I’msure there are many
other families also struggling and perhaps sometimes it might feel like you haven’t made a difference, especially with my two
where therapists have not progressed so well, but your support to has been invaluable and I am truly grateful”.

Panel Member - “I am impressed with the support given to the couple throughout their prolonged adoption journey. It is a
credit to the adoption team to have supported and empowered them, to get them to panel in a far better position than they
originally were. I just wanted to raise this as it shows a huge commitment on Adoption Connects part to preparing potential
adopters thoughtfully and sensitively”.

Prospective Adopter (stage 1) – L (adopter) shared how “the SWA organisation skills, quick response to emails and lifting their
spirits when they thought the covid 19 restrictions would stop their progress with adoption”.

Adoptive Mum during Covid-19 - she cannot leave the house as she has severe asthma, she has two children and lives in a
flat. She has been accessing the drop in after she completed the Nurturing connections course. She said “she finds the weekly
drop ins valuable. From accessing these she has made a friend who is also a single adopter, they swapped numbers and now
communicate regularly, this has helped in a time where she is isolated and lonely”.

Adoptive Mum during Covid-19 - said “that she could not have coped during this time and generally without our support, she
said that there was no light in their life but now there is , she is very grateful for all the support we on offer and have set up for
the family”

Information Sessions -

Feedback:
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www.adoptionconnects.co.uk

Adopter Video - https://vimeo.com/455454896/64bb029b28

Adoption Diaries https://vimeo.com/417684608/3bc7ca1a83
What it feels Like to be
Adopted https://vimeo.com/417643010/d111989482
Earliest Memories https://vimeo.com/417662144/6e0c30e423
Our Thoughts on Letterbox https://vimeo.com/417648537/7d8d0e125c
Good Advice https://vimeo.com/417710086/5ade47b3e9
What is Most Important https://vimeo.com/417728624/177f99902e
Our Final Thoughts https://vimeo.com/417665374/9b7bb6431f
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Executive Summary
It is a priority for MK that our looked after children and care leavers get the best from
school and college and are able to secure good employment opportunities. In many
ways this is more challenging now than ever. As good parents we are ambitious for
the children and young people in our care and our care leavers. We have high
aspirations for our children and young people to receive a planned and stable
education that enables them to fulfil their educational, social and emotional potential
so that they have the qualifications they need to pursue their career aspirations.
In order to ensure our young people, have access to the best possible education,
training and job opportunities that meet their needs we have worked hard at
securing a good level of education, employment and training amongst our looked
after children and care leavers. We are mindful that many of our children looked
after and care leavers have suffered disrupted learning and may have missed
extended periods of school and these gaps in their learning are likely to be a
significant barrier to their progress, but we know that investing in and caring about
their future and recognising that education is their passport to better life chances.

MK Council, Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ
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What we have done so far?
✓

Ensured a well-established and respected Virtual School, offering the same
service, or equivalent, to all our out of area (OOA) students.

✓

Provided opportunity for Care leavers (18+) to attend optional English training
to improve their qualifications in and functional skills.

✓

Ensuring children missing education and learning remains low, in December
2020 this figure was less than 5%.

✓

Career planning is now incorporated within all Personal Education Plans.

✓

The Governing Body holds the Virtual School to account.

✓

The Virtual School offers termly training to Foster Carers to develop the
expertise and awareness of foster carers in education and employment.

We are aware however that we need to ensure our Pupil Voice is heard and acted on
in relation to apprenticeships and employment opportunities and that there is more
consistency in our Personal Education Plans. We have therefore ensured all Personal
Education Plans (PEPs) do all have a pupil voice section, where opinions about school
and training are completed by the young person and we have now moved to a new
EPEP delegation portal that is able to support our young people and ensure
professionals are able to include their view in the best way possible with the view of
increasing the quality of Personal Education Plans (PEPs). The Virtual School also
tracks Attainment and progress, attendance and exclusion and the number of PEP’s
completed are monitored monthly and relevant professionals are challenged.
However, we recognise that we need to develop further the education, training and
employment offer available, ensuring it reaches out to the most vulnerable and
challenging children and young people. A support in us achieving this is the Virtual
Head is ensuring Pupil Premium Plus (PP+) spending is bespoke and appropriate and
focuses on improving the employability of our young people.
A key vehicle however for us having achieved improved outcomes in this area has
been through the development of an Education, Employment and Training Panel
(Operational Group). Its overarching aim has been to work together to increase the
numbers of care leavers aged 16 - 25 who are in Education, Employment or Training
(EET). It has built on the work of the 16+ LAC NEET Panel and has a focus on work
readiness, skills development and mental health and wellbeing, as well as identifying
EET opportunities for individual young people.

MK Council, Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ
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The meeting has oversight of all care leavers aged 16-25 who are not in education
training or employment (NEET) including young people whose opportunities are
limited currently because of their learning or mental health needs or because they
are young parents and helps develop options and plans to support individual young
people aged 16 - 25 to access opportunities and reduce barriers. It also has oversight
of care leavers who are at risk of long-term NEET and develop contingency plans to
ensure they can be maintained in their current setting or generate suitable
alternatives.
An important feature of the meeting is to reflect on young people who have done
well so that organisational learning can be retained for the future. This includes
ensuring the voice of the young person is reflected in individual plans for the young
people and consider the barriers in achieving the outcomes that we would all wish
for.
It has been difficult to progress all we would have hoped over the last year with the
pandemic challenges that have been faced but are confident that the positive
improvements that have been made put us in a good position to continue to improve
our EET outcomes, particularly through the clear focus within our 16-25 Team.

MK Council, Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ
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42% 39%

64%

For all care leavers open to CSC:
96.6% are in touch with us

Care leavers in touch

(2% not yet known)

For all care leavers open to CSC:
63.7% are now in EET, 34% NEET

61% 58%

Milton Keynes

December 2020 Update!

% in NEET

% in EET

South East

England

(National data for 19-21s - March 2020,
unknowns removed)

Education, Employment & Training

Corporate Parenting Panel: 16 March 2021

For all care leavers open to CSC:
94.6% are in suitable accommodation

January 2021

% suitable

93%

92%

% unsuitable

Milton Keynes

South East

England

95%

5%

8%

7%

(National data for 19-21s - March 2020,
unknowns removed)

Accommodation suitability

Progress on Care Leaver’s Employment,
Apprenticeships, Education and work projects
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RAG Shading

Action completed successfully.

Action started, but blocked; key milestone not met, or other as yet unresolved impediment to completion.

Action in progress but at risk of not completing on time as planned.

Action in progress and on schedule to complete on time as planned.

Action not yet started.

Action Status

The RAG status should be interpreted as follows:

Key to RAG Rating

Progress of this action plan is review at bimonthly meetings with key leads for the action plan; Sophie Marshall (Principal Social Worker), Maria Rogers
(Deputy Team Manager of 16 plus team), Julia Roberts (Team Manager Safeguarding),

1

This action plan addresses the areas for improvement needed in pathway plans following the Ofsted Focused Visit of Milton Keynes CSC in September 2020

Action Plan addressing recommendations from the Ofsted Focused Visit – Pathway Plans

Version: 1

Updated: 9/2/2021 MR,JR,SM

ITEM 10
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Owner(s)
SM/MR

MR

JR

SM/MR

Actions
To increase quality of plans the team will be offered training
by our SoS consultant on the completion of pathway plans

Management sign off of pathway plans needs to be clear

CCR review outcomes/actions. There is no place in the current
plan for these to be recorded. Chairs currently have an
inconsistent approach to recording these.

The quality of pathway plans was found to be inconsistent
through the Ofsted inspection. Following the delivery of the
training there will be a thematic audit of Pathway Plans to
look at improvements in quality.

Version: 1

Updated: 9/2/2021 MR,JR,SM

Progress / Outcome
This training has had the funding agreed and is awaiting
a date from the consultant SM to chase 15.2.2021 if no
response.
Sign off can not be added to the SoS form in the current
format. There fore a management decision case note
will be added to ensure that there is an audit trail of
management endorsement of the plan. As capacity in
the team increases, this case note will also include a
brief summary as to why the manager has agreed sign
off.
Chairs will be directed to include their summary of the
CCR including outcomes in an IRO case note. This may
also be recorded in the letter to the child, but must be
detailed in the IRO case note.
Audit to take place 3.5.2021

RAG

2

ANNEX
Milton Keynes Council
Children's Social Care,
Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East,
Central Milton Keynes,
MK9 3EJ
Tel : (01908) 691691
Fax : (01908) 253251

My Pathway Plan
Details of Child: Example CHILD
Family Name

CHILD

Given Names

Example

Actual DOB

01-Jan-2004

Gender

Male

Ethnicity

A1 White British

Primary Language

*Primary / Main address

Second Floor Part
Civic Offices
1 Saxon Gate East
Central Milton Keynes
Milton Keynes
MK9 3EJ

Telephone
Mobile

Case Number

584937

Current Address

Secondary Address

12-Jan-2021

Date of Completion
Did the Young Person contribute to the
creation of this plan?
Dates the young person was seen and
consulted?

List is empty

Name of Worker who completed this plan

Richard LOOSE

Main Permanence Plan
What is the permanence plan for this young
person?"

Where I Live
How are things with where I live?
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to Happen
Where I Live

What

When

Who will help me?

My Education, Training or Employment
How well do I think I am doing in education,
training or employment?
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to happen?
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My Education, Training or Employment

What

When

Who will help me?

When

Who will help me?

Feeling Safe and Well
How Safe and Well do I feel?
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to happen?
Feeling Safe and Well

What

Who I Am
How do I feel about the things that make me
who I am?
Think about your culture, ethnicity, identity,
your family, your life story, your hobbies and
your interests.
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to happen?
Who I Am

What

When

Who will help me?

My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships
How are my relationships with the people in
my life and the kind of support I am getting
from them?
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to happen?
My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships
What

When

Who will help me?

Looking after Myself and My Money’
How well am I looking after myself and
managing my money?
My View
The View of Others

Your Worker’s View

What needs to happen?
Looking after Myself and My Money’
What

When

Who will help me?

My Safety and Wellbeing Plan
We want you to think about how you might best manage things at times when you might be particularly worried or stressed about the things that are
happening in your life.
All of us have worries but if we can think through our worries before things might happen then it makes it more likely that we will manage it better if they do
happen.
Think about times when you have managed your stress or anxiety very well….. Can you remember what it is that you did? What happened to those feelings,
thoughts or ideas that were going around in your head? What did you do? Who did you turn to? What did you want from those around you and how did they
help you?
Use the table below to help you write down particular issues in your life that are causing you the most worry or stress. For example something that you think
might go very wrong for you or for someone you care about and see if you can work out your way of managing them.
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If it happened, I
would …
(Think about who you
might contact or ask
for help)

Times I have dealt with
My
challenges like this
Worry is…
before are…..

On a scale of 0-10 where 10 is I am confident that when the challenges arise I have the
people and things around me so that I know I can go through with my plan and 0 is even
though it seems a good plan and idea if the things came up I’m not sure I could follow
through. Where are you today?

Analysis and Judgement
Worry Statement 1
Success Goal 1

Worry Statement 1

x

x

x

Scaling Question 1

Individual's Scale

Scale for Worry Statement &
Success Goal 1

Individuals Name and
Role

5

x

Does there need to be another Worry
Statement?

Reason

What are the things that need to happen to make things better for the young person
(What could improve things by 1?)

x

x

No

Overall ‘Life On-Track’ Success Scale
On a scale of 0 to 10 where 10 means you as a professional are confident and satisfied that everything is on track in the placement and in the child/young
person’s life to enable them grow up well and be successful and 0 means there are so many worries for the child that we can’t see how they will grow up to
have the success in their life they are capable of, where do you rate this situation today?

Overall ‘Life On-Track’ Success Scale

Rating
01-Jan-2020

5

01-Jan-2020

5

Current Value

5

Reasons for overall scaling

What needs to happen?
Bottom Lines
x
Professional bottom lines are the minimum
that must happen and cannot be compromised
on for the safety plan to work.

Timeline
Timeline start date
Target number of weeks for completion
Week

Task

Meetings and Monitoring

Changes

x

x

x

x

Completed

Words and Pictures
Have the words and pictures been written and
shared with the network?

Who is involved in the plan?
Name and Role

How often will they see the young person?

What are the specific tasks of this person?

Network Lead

My Current Plan
Where I Live

What

When

Who will help me?

My Education, Training or Employment

What

When

Who will help me?

When

Who will help me?

When

Who will help me?

Feeling Safe and Well

What

Who I Am
What
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My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships

What

When

Who will help me?

When

Who will help me?

Looking after Myself

What

Plan Rules
The Plan Rules will address each concerning behaviour in turn. Moving from what is working well on to stressors and triggers for ‘red flag' or emergency
events and consider who will do what when problems arise.
Key Issues arising from
Worries

Existing Success / What is
Working well?

Stressors and
Triggers

Indicators Danger is emerging or present
(Red Flags)

Who will do what when
problems arise?

x

x

x

x

x

Recording and Demonstrating the Plan
Has a young person's version of the plan been
created and shared with the young person?

How are the family demonstrating the use of
the plan?

Safety Journal
WhatsApp group
Facebook Group
Other

If other, give details

How is it kept up to date and who is
responsible for it?

x

Does the child or young person have a safety
object?

Yes

Safety Objects Plan
Young persons's
Name

Safety
Object

How will the child use the Safety
Object?

What action will be
taken?

x

x

x

x

When has the Safety Object been 'fire drill'
tested'?

Recorded Feedback
Agreements

Agreed

Person

Signed

Date Signed

Example CHILD, 17 years

Mildred Small, 15 years

Sister

Example CARER

Carer

Richard LOOSE

ICS Case Worker
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ITEM 11

Champion Model
The Champion model is for all our elected members to help support and champion
specific areas of need and priority that affect our vulnerable children and young
people, particularly our Children in Care and Care Leavers.

Background:
The Champion model is for all our elected members to support and champion specific
areas of need and priority that affect our vulnerable children and young people,
including Children in Care and Care Leavers. This was a direct recommendation from
the Government’s Lead Advisor for Care Leavers, Mark Riddell. It was launched in
Milton Keynes during Summer 2020.

Detail of the Model:
We have 10 areas of the model: Participation, Children in Care, Care Leavers,
Fostering, Housing, Health, SEND, Education, Quality and Children’s Perspective is
Everyone’s business.
We have 7 member champions already engaging with some of these areas:
Councillors K Bradburn, Darlington, Townsend, Ferrans, Reilly, Marlow and Brown.
The areas that do not currently have a member champion: Participation, Quality and
Children’s Perspective is Everyone’s Business.
Alongside the model is a steering group comprised of a number of CPP members,
Sivay Heer, Head of Corporate and Richard Lee, Team Leader for Participation. The
steering model has oversight of all areas, has created an action plan to help ensure
progress and accountability.

Plans to Progress:
Short ‘training’ and overview videos for Members and Officers to ensure full
understanding and engagement.
Quarterly ‘round table’ conversations with all Members and Officers involved in the
Champion Model for sharing updates, good practice and key learning points.
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The role and expectations of a Champion:
To be linking into the key areas of service and specific lead officers for that area of
the service as described below.
The role of the Champion is with the view to:
•

Make a difference to the lives of MK young people and children particularly
children in care and care leaver.

•

Meet with the link manager to discuss the area of work and review the
progress of the priorities you will be supporting.

•

Meet with Children in Care/Care Leavers who are affected by the area of work
on a regular basis to hear their views.

•

Support the priorities for the area of work you will champion.

•

Use your own networks and communities to enhance and support the
priorities identified.

•

Liaise with the other elected members to utilise their networks and
communities to support and develop the specific area of priority.

•

The steering group will be monitoring and supporting your action plan and
progress to date.

Champion Model Key teams and contacts
PARTICIPATION
Point of contact; Richard Lee - Richard.lee@milton-keynes.gov.uk 07881353675
Hi, I’m Richard and am the Team Leader for the Participation and Intervention Team.
As the Champion for Participation you will be able to meet young people that attend
the Children in Care Youth Club and the New2Uk Youth Club. One of the core aims of
the Participation and Intervention Team is to ensure the Voice of the Child is heard.
You will also be able to attend and be a part of the Children in Care Council which
aims to represent the views of Children in Care and Care Leavers.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

To encourage all services /departments to exercise their role as corporate
parents for Children in Care and Care Leavers

•

To ensure that the voice of children and care leavers is heard and listened to
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SEND
Point of contact; Mandy Fell - mandy.fell@milton-keynes.gov.uk 07747658101
Hello, my name is Mandy Fell, and I manage the children with Disability team. I am
supported by a well-established team of 17 workers, composed of a Deputy team
Manager, social workers and social work assistants who have all had experience of
working with families in complex situations. The team covers the whole of Milton
Keynes as well as supporting children who a placed both in Milton Keynes and out of
county at residential units. We work primarily with children who attend Redway,
Walnuts and Slated Row school, although this is not exclusive list as we do take into
account parents’ wishes for which school they would like their child to attend. We
carry out all elements of social work including assessment, formulating child in
need/support plans, Looked After Child, child protection, fostering support and
adoption. The team have close links with colleagues in the Special Educational Needs
team, health, children social care, and voluntary agencies. The likely group of young
people we support have a learning/physical disability/ complex health issues, an
EHCP and will be dependent on services for life.
Point of contact; Anne Roberts - anne.roberts@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908 521048
Hello, my name is Anne Roberts and I’m responsible for the council’s two children’s
homes for children with special needs. You are welcome to visit us in the children’s
homes or attend the social events we organise each year. We work towards helping
our children and young people become as independent as they can, to gain new
experiences and to develop their social skills. We work as a close-knit team across the
homes and want to make sure that we can reach as provide an environment that is
stimulating and enjoyable for our young people.
Team priorities needing Member support and Action
•

To ensure our children’s voice is heard in the planning for their lives and they
are given the best opportunity to fulfil their potential.

•

Support in the anxieties that can be faced in supporting our children towards
independence and transition to Adulthood.

CARE LEAVERS (16-25)
Point of contact; Maria Rogers– maria. rogers @milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
253434
Hello, I am the Deputy Team Manager for the 16 – 25 Team. We are a team of Social
Workers and Personal Advisors who work with young people in Care and those
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Leaving Care, from 16 to 25 years. Our objective is to prepare young people for life
after care, to enable them to develop the resilience and skills to manage
independently in the adult world and have access to the same opportunities as their
non-care experienced peers. We do this by developing collaborative, aspirational
Pathway Plans, with young person’s voice being pivotal to the plan. This is a multiagency plan that identifies the support and services required to meet the young
person’s health, education, housing, employment and leisure needs moving into
adulthood. Our role is to ensure Milton Keynes Care Leavers are supported by the
system the same way young people living at home do by their parents.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

Improving education, employment and training outcomes for care leavers.

•

Improving accommodation options and experience for care leavers as they
prepare for independence.

CIC
Point of contact; Sharon Godfrey - sharon.godfrey@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
254004
Hi – My name is Sharon Godfrey and I manage the Children in Care Team. We work
with children post care proceedings and those children who are voluntary
accommodated and are unable to return home to live with family. I am supported by
Deputy Team Manager, senior practitioners, social workers, social work assistances
and a primary mental health worker. We work with and support children to progress
permanent plans, either through adoption, special guardianship orders, returning
home to live with parents or long-term foster care. We work with children up to the
age of 16 years. We value the importance of helping children have a sense of
belonging through secure permanent homes and reaching their full potential. We are
proud to say we know our children well as we listen to them to ensure we know how
they are getting on and ensuring we support those children who maybe experiencing
problems.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

Increasing placement stability for our Children in Care.

•

Ensuring that children live in settled families and are safe and well.
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PERMANENCY/ADOPTION/FOSTERING
Point of contact; Nicola Sankey - nicola.sankey @Milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
253983 – Fostering
Hello - My name is Nicola Sankey and I manage the Fostering Supervision and Support
Team. We work with Milton Keynes Council Foster Carers providing them with
supervision and training and improving the outcomes for Children in Care. I am
supported by a team of senior social workers, social workers, social work assistants.
Our primary focus is to provide supervision to foster carers and review their
suitability to Foster. We look after approximately 150 fostering households who care
for around 200 children. The team also support a similar number of families who are
cared for under Special Guardianship Orders. In this Champion role we also want to
support the recruitment of new carers. In this work we have a team that
consists of six social workers; one social work assistant and one business support
officer. The key role is to undertake assessments of mainstream foster carers, kinship
foster carers and special guardianship carers, as part of our recruitment process. We
have an annual recruitment events calendar and try to attend as many appropriate
local events as possible to raise the awareness of the need to recruit foster
carers. We also have visible relevant posts on several social media platforms 2 – 3
times per week. The work with SGO and Kinship Carers enables children to have
permanency within the family and team runs 3 days training six times per year, for all
our carers. The child’s voice is a priority for all the work we undertake with our
carers, children and the families we work with.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

To support with the recruitment of new carers and support our existing carers.

•

Our children in care’s voice is heard and their needs promoted to ensure good
placement matching.

HEALTH
Point of contact; Mandy Park - mandy.park2@nhs.net 07920500675
Hello, my name is Mandy Park, my role as Designated Nurse is to ensure that Milton
Keynes Clinical Commissioning Groups statutory responsibilities are met and that
there is a proactive approach to the developing agenda which relates to the physical
and emotional health needs of LAC, and by association care leavers. The Designated
role is a senior health professional lead across the whole health community on all
aspects of Looked after Children in Milton Keynes, part of this is in collaboration with
other senior leaders.
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Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

Improving the engagement of, and service offered to, Children with
disabilities.

•

Support our looked after children in a holistic view in regard to their health,
particularly their emotional health and wellbeing.

QUALITY AND COMPLIANCE
Point of contact; Julia Roberts - julia.roberts@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908 254371
My name is Julia Roberts, I am Team Manager for Safeguarding. I manage the
Independent Chairs who chair Child Protection Conferences and Childcare Reviews. I
also manage the Local Authority Designated Officer. It is important to test and
scrutinise care plans for children and young people and ensure that actions are
achieved, and drift and delay is challenged robustly to ensure standards remain high.
We ensure that children and young people are fully involved in care planning for their
future and that they participate in this process in a child focused way. As a champion
for safeguarding you would have the opportunity to meet with chairs and consider
our progress and performance as a service in relation to our Looked after children
and care leavers.
Point of contact; Delia Brownsill - delia.brownsill@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
253778
Hi, my name is Delia and I am the manager of the Quality and Compliance Team for
adults and children’s services, I have two dedicated children’s quality and compliance
officers who work with children and young people’s providers (residential, 16+ and
fostering agencies) to ensure contracted services are monitored efficiently and
maintained effectively as part of their contractual obligations. Inspections are
completed annually unless concerns are raised which are followed up as and when
they occur, during the inspections of these services officers speak to the children and
young people using the service to gather their views on how their care and support is
being delivered to identify how well the service is meeting their needs. Where
necessary we will identify gaps in provision and make recommendations for
improvements in performance relating to service delivery, efficiency, children and
young people’s satisfaction and report internally and externally.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

Ensuring good participation in care plans by children and the adults that are
important to them.
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•

Support in helping understand what ‘good Corporate Parenting’ looks like and
help us achieve to be Outstanding.

EDUCATION
Point of contact; Jenny Cooledge - jenny.cooledge@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
254496
Milton Keynes Virtual School monitor and promote the education of looked-after and
previously looked-after children in MK. We close closely with other teams across MK
Council. We support Social Workers and Schools to undertake Personal Education
Plan (PEP) meetings. As the Champion for Virtual school you will be able to: Shadow
Virtual School staff attending PEP meetings, participate in aspirational activities the
Virtual School deliver, observe training to schools and education providers, attend
Designated Teacher Forums and attend Virtual School Conference. Please feel free to
get in touch and provide your contact details. Some of these activities are ad hoc/
one off - we can ensure you are provided with dates and information.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

Developing a resource bank of key contacts and what they have to offer.

•

Developing specific pledges from key contacts on the support they are willing
to ‘sign up to’ over the next year for Children in Care and Care Leavers.

HOUSING
Point of contact; Jane Carbin - jane.carbin@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908 252117
Hello, I am Jane and I am a Senior Homelessness Prevention Officer in the
Homelessness Prevention Team. My main duties are to work with customers (single
people, couples, families) who are either facing homelessness or are homeless.
Within my role I try and prevent people from becoming homeless. To do this I work
with colleagues within MKC, external partners and agencies to obtain the best
outcome for the customer. I also attend Housing panel with CSC every fortnight to
discuss young people’s housing needs. Although the job is challenging at times it is
extremely rewarding too as you are helping customers in crisis and we recognise we
should never be in a situation where a care leaver is homeless.
Point of contact; Nicola Watson –Nicola.watson@milton-keynes.gov.uk 01908
252161
Hello, I’m Nicola and I am an Allocations Officer in The Housing Access Team. My
main duties are to assess a customer’s housing needs and support them in seeking
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suitable accommodation. I consider many aspects of family life to gather the required
information, this can include medical information or disability and support needs. I
work with colleagues within MKC or external partners and agencies to help me make
informed decisions when allocating a new home. Another area of my role is to
allocate the accommodation it is extremely rewarding knowing you have assisted
someone to move into a new home.
Team priorities needing Member support and action:
•

To support increasing the accommodation options for care leavers and help
them transition into independence in a timely way and well prepared and
supported.

•

Help to support good local accommodation provision for local care leavers.
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Child’s
perspective is
Everyone’s
business

Children in
Care
16-25 Team
(care leavers)
Health
Quality and
Compliance

Housing

Permanency,
fostering and
adoption
SEND

Education

1.Communicating with non-verbal
2.Transitions to adult services
1.Care Leavers accommodation pathway and process (linked to
accommodation sufficiency T&F group)
* We discussed a more Senior housing colleague and TM/DTM 16-25
1. Increasing placement stability for our CIC
2. Children live in settled families and are safe and well
1.Improving education, employment and training outcomes for care leavers:
2. Improving housing outcomes and experience for care leavers
1. Children with disabilities
1. Be a critical friend in relation to performance and the key
indicators and targets that help drive continuous improvements
across our Corporate Parenting Services
1. Championing the professions within Children’s Services
2. Ensuring the child/young person’s perspective is considered across
the council.

TBC
Councillor Andy Reilly
TBC

Huma Ali
Mandy Park
HoS
Safeguarding
and Quality
Sivay Heer

ALL

Councillor Emily Darlington

Councillor Jenni Ferrans

Councillor Amanda Marlow

Councillor Kerrie Bradburn

Councillor Anthony Brown

TBC

Councillor Champion

Sharon Godfrey

Jane Carbin
Nicola Watson

Mandy Fell

1.To encourage all services /departments to exercise their role as Richard Lee
corporate parents for Children in Care and Care Leavers
2.To ensure the voice of vulnerable children and children in care is heard
and their needs promoted within all areas of the council and other
organisations
1.Developing a resource bank of key contacts and what they have to offer
Rhian Williams
2. Developing specific pledges from key contacts on the support they are
willing to ‘sign up to’ over the next year for CLA
1.Support with recruitment of new carers
Nicola Sankey
2.assist in retention and support events

Participation

Link Officer

Priorities

Area of work

Champion Model Tracker

ANNEX
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